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1. Introduction
Let G be a 4-fold transitive group on Ω={1, 2 , , w}, and let P be a Sylow
2-subgroup of a stabilizer of four points in G. In a previous paper [6] the
following theorem has been established: If P fixes exactly six points, then G
must be A6.
The purpose of this paper is to prove the following
Theorem. Let G be a 4-fold transitive group. If a Sylow 2-subgroup
of a stabilizer of four points in G fixes exactly eleven points, then G must be M"
n
.
Therefore, by a theorem of M. Hall [1. Theorem 5.8.1], this theorem
implies the following
Corollary. Let G be a 4-fold transitive group. If a Sylow 2-subgroup
P of a stabilizer of four points in G is not identity, then P fixes exactly four, five or
seven points.
We shall follow the notations of T. Oyama [5] and [6].
2. Preliminary lemmas
Lemma 1. Let R be a 2-subgroup of a group G and H a subgroup of G.
If R^NG(H) and \Ή\ is even, then there exists an involution a of H such that
Proof. Since the number of Sylow 2-subgroups of H is odd, by assumption
R normalizes some non-identity Sylow 2-subgroup Q of H. Since the number
of central involutions of Q is also odd, R centralizes some involution of Q.
Lemma 2. Let G be a permutation group and H a stabilizer of some points
in G. Suppose that a subgroup U of H has the following property :
(*) If a subgroup V of H is conjugate to U in G, then it is conjugate to U in H.
Then there is a subgroup N of NG( U) such that N fixes I(H) as a set and
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Proof. Let N be a subgroup of NG(U) consisting of all the elements of
NG(U) which fix I(H) as a set. Obviously NJ^^NG(Hγ^H\ Let x be any
element of NG(H). Then Ux is a subgroup of //. By (*), there is an element
y of H such that U*=Uy. Then -ry'^Λ^t/). Since xy'1 fixes /(#) as a
set, xy-l^N. Furthermore (Xy-ί)I(iH)=xI(iH^(y-ιγ^=xz<iH\ Hence X
Thus
3. Proof of the theorem
Let G be a 4-fold transitive group. By the theorem of M. Hall, if a stabilizer
of four points in G is of odd order, then G must be one of the following groups :
*S4, S59 A6y A7 or Mn. Therefore to prove our theorem we may assume that a
Sylow 2-subgroup of a stabilizer, of four points in G is not identity.
Lemma 3. Let G be a 4-/0/J transitive group on Ω— {1, 2 , , n}, and
P a Sylow 2-subgroup of G1234. Suppose that P is not identity and JVG(P)/CP)
=M
n
. For a point t of a minimal orbit of P in Π— I(P) let Pt=Q, NG(Q)=N
and I(Q)=Δ. Then a Sylow 2-subgroup R of Nijki satisfies the following con-
ditions, where {i,j, k, /}cΔ.
(a) I(R)=I(P')y where P' is some Sylow 2-subgroup of Gijkl.
(b) #Δ is a Sylow 2-subgroup of (N*)ijkl.
(c) /?Δ is a non-identity semi-regular group.
(d)
Proof, (a), (b) and (c) follow from Lemma 1 in [6],
(d). Obviously NN(Rγ^^NG(G^R,γ^\ By (a) and Lemma 2
Hence
In the following lemma we consider a permutation group G on
ίl={l, 2 , , n}, which is not necessarily 4-fold transitive.
Lemma 4. Let P be a Sylow 2-subgroup of any stabilizer of four points
in G. Then there is no group, which satisfies the following conditions.
(a) I I(F) \ =11 and NG(P)I^^Mίl.
(b) P is a non-identity semi-regular group.
The proof will be given in various steps. Suppose by way of contradiction
that G is a counterexample to Lemma 4.
(1) P has only one involution.
Proof. By the same argument as in Case I of [5] we have this assertion.
(2) Any involution of G fixes exactly eleven points.
Proof. Let x be an arbitrary involution of G. If \I(x)\ ^4, then \I(x)\
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— 11 by assumption. Since |Ω| is odd, \I(x)\ is odd and so |/(,*)|=1,3 or
11.
Suppose I /(#)|—1 or 3. We may assume that x is of the form
* = (12)(34)» .
Since x^NG(G1234), x normalizes some Sylow 2-subgroup P' of G1234. Let
7(P')={1, 2 ,-••, 11}. By assumption #/CP/)eM
u
. Hence we may assume
that x is of the form
* = (12) (3 4) (5 6) (7 8) (9) (10) (11) (0> .
Thus I I(x) I Φ 1 . Let a be a involution of P'. Then # commutes with a by (1).
Suppose x^~ICP/)=^aΩ~ICP/\ Then we may assume that x and a have two 2-
cycles (ij)(kl) and (ίk)(jΐ) respectively. Since <>, a><NG(GiJM\ O, #> nor-
malizes some Sylow 2-subgrouρ P" of G fVAr/. Since x
ICP//:>
 is an involution
of M
n
 and # fixes only three points 9, 10 and 11, #/CP//) fixes these three
points. Therefore (NG(P")/CP//))91on^<*, α>/CP//) and */CP">φα/CP//). But this
is a contradiction, because a stabilizer of three points in M
n
 is a quaternion
group. Therefore ^Q-/CP/^aQ-/CP/), and so β=(l)(2) (ll)(//> . Then
<β, tf> also normalizes some Sylow 2-subgroup P'" of G12θ. In the same way
we get /(P'")^{9, 10, 11}. Since 7(P'"p{l, 2, 9, 10, 11, ij), ^p///^(l)(2)
(9)(10)(ll)(z7) By assumption (a) this is a contradiction.
Thus |/(*)| =11.
(3) |Ω|^27.
Proof. Let x be an involution. By (2), we may assume that x is of the
form
By Lemma 1, x commutes with some involution y of G121213. By (2), \I(y)\
= 11. Since #/CJOeM
u
 and ^/weM
n
, we may assume that x and y are of
the forms
y = (1)(2)(3)(45)(6 7)(8 9) (10 11)(12)(13). .(19) . ,
* = (1)(2)-(11)(12 13)(14 15)(16 17)(18 19)- .
Then xy is also an involution. Hence | I(xy) \ = 1 1 . Therefore xy must be of
the following form
xy =
Thus |
(4) NG(PYCP) is one of the following :
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Case I. NG(P)/CP) is transitive. JVG(P)/(p^Mn or LF2(ίl).
Case II. Λ/"G(P)/CP) has exactly two orbits, say Δ and Γ.
( i ) I Δ I = 1 and \ Γ | = 10. NG(Pγ^=Mw or M(0, wA*r* M'w is a com-
mutator subgroup of M
w
.
(») |Δ|=2 and |Γ|=9. NG(P)/GP>=7V(M9) or JV(MJ), «Λ«r* JV(Mβ)
=NMll(M9) and \N(Mg): JV(M?)|=2.
(«ϊ) I Δ I =5 flwd I Γ I =6. 7VG(P)/GP)=S5 Sf , w/wr* S5 S? w isomorphίc
to S5.
Proof. Let /(P)={1,2, •••, 11}. Then we may assume that an involution
a of P is of the form
For any two points i^ ί2 in /(P) a normalizes Giγίijk. By Lemma 1, there is
an involution xiliz of Gilizij such that xiίiz commutes with a. We denote the
restriction of xfl /2 on /(P) by aέl f 2. By assumption (a) α^ /2 fixing a point i3, is of
the form
Let Γ-<{α/l/2|{/1, iJc/(P)}>. Then T^NG(a)^p\ Since α is a unique
involution of P, by Lemma 2 Λ^G(α)/CP)-A^G(G/(P))/CP)-:7Vp(P)/CP). There-
fore
Case I. Let 7VG(P)/CP) be transitive. Since there exists an involution
in T fixing three points, by a theorem of Galois [7. Theorem 11.6] Λ/ΓG(P)/CP) is
nonsolvable. Since a nonsolvable transitive group of degree 11 in M
n
 is
M1 1orLF2(ll)(8ee[2]),
NG(PY^ = M12 or LF2(11).
Case II. Let NG(Pγ^ be intransitive. Since Γ^Λ^G(P)/CP), Γ is also
intransitive. Therefore we denote one of the Γ-orbits by Δ.
i) Suppose |Δ|=1. Let Δ={1} and Γ={2, 3, — , 11}. For any two
points i
ίf i2 in Γ there is an involution aiiiz of the following form
^X'a ί 4)(ί s « β)(ί 7 ί
β
)(ί 9 *Ίo) -
By a lemma of D. Livingstone and A. Wagner [3. Lemma 6] T is doubly tran-
sitive on Γ. Since Γ^M10, | T\ =10 9 2A, where Λ=l, 2 or 4. By a theorem
of G. Frobenius [4. Proposition 14.5],
Σα2(*) = — = 1 0 - 9 - Λ .
^e^ 2
On the other hand since any two points j^ j2 in Γ determin uniquely an in-
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volution aj^j^ and conversely any involution xf of T determins exactly two
points of Γ, which are fixed by x* ', the number of involutions is ί ^ )« Therefore
Σ
where x' ranges over all involutions of T. Since Σ a2(x)^ Σ' az(x')^ k^2.
X X/
Thus T=M10 or M{0, where Mi0 is a commutator subgroup of Λf10. Since
NG(Py<n is intransitive and T^NG(P)Ia>\ NG(Pγ^=Mw or M'10.
ii) Suppose |Δ|=2. Let A= {1,2} andΓ={3,4, ••-, 11}. For any point
il of Γ there is an involution aΛil of the form
By Lemma 6 of [3] T12 is transitive on Γ. Since T12^M9, | 7\2 | =9 2&, where
Λ=l, 2 or 4. Since T contains an involution 034=(1 2)(3)(4) •••, 3Γ= T12+ T12«34
and so \T\=2 9 2k. From the theorem of G. Frobenius
On the other hand since two points jlt j2 in Γ determine uniquely an involution
aiι /2> wnic^ fiχes three points of Γ, the number of involutions of T12α34 is ( J
—. Hence
. 2 / 3
where x" ranges over all involutions of Tl2a3i. Since
Hence k ^ 2 or 4. Thus T=NMu(M9) or N(Mξ\ where N(M$) is the following
group: The index of N(M$) in NMn(M9) is 2 and A^(MJ)-orbits are Δ and Γ.
Similarly to i) NG(P)ICP:>=N(M9) or N(Mξ).
iii) Let |Δ |=3 and I(P)—Δ=Γ. For any two points i19 i2 in Γ since
I Γ I is even, there is an involution such that it's restriction on Γ fixes exactly
these two points. Therefore again by Lemma 6 of [3], TΓ is doubly transitive
and so | T\ =8 7 Λ. But this is impossible since 7/ΠM
n
| Therefore there
is no such Γ that |Δ|=3.
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iv) Let |Δ| =4 and I(P)— Δ=Γ. From the results above the length
of a Γ-orbit in Γ is not 1, 2 or 3. Therefore TΓ is transitive. Since | Γ | =7,
in the same way as in iii) we have a contradiction. Thus | Δ| φ4.
v) Suppose |Δ|=5. Let Δ = {1,2, —,5} and Γ = {6, 7, — , 11}. For
any two points i19 i2 of Γ since | Γ | is even, there is an involution such that
it's restriction on Γ fixes exactly these two points. Therefore again by Lemma
6 of [3], TΓ is doubly transitive. Since T ^ M
u
, TA=rr={l}. Hence \T\ =
I ΓΔ | = I TΓ\ ^6 5 2Λ. Since |Δ| =5, | ΓΔ | =60 or 120, namely T*=A5 or S5.
On the other hand ΓΔ has a transposition (1)(2) (j\)(j2j3). Therefore T*=S5.
Thus T is isomorphic to S5. We denote this group by S5 S f . Similarly to
i) ΛΓG(P)w>=SB Sf.
vi) If |Δ|^6, then |/(P)— Δ|^5. Considering the length of T-orbit
in I(P)— Δ, we have that ΛfG(P)/CP) is one of the groups above.
REMARK. Every involution xfl , 2 has the following property : x^ f 2 commutes
with a and fixes two points ί, j9 where (ίj) is a 2-cycle of a. Therefore from
now on we denote T by i?t-y(a) or 3 .
(5) P is cyclic or a generalized quaternion group.
Proof. This follows immediately from (1).
(6) If P is cyclic, then the automorphism group A(P) of P is a 2-group. If
P is a quaternion group, then A(P)=S4. If P is a generalized quaternion group
and \P\ >8, then A(P) is a 2-group.
Proof. For a proof see [8. IV, § 3].
(7)* Let b be an involution of CG(P) JVG(P)/(P)-P and \P\ ^4. // there
is an involution c of CG(P) Λ^G(P)/CP) — P such that c commutes with b and
έ
/cp)
φc
/cp)) thenb$CG(P).
Proof. Let P be a Sylow 2-subgroup of CG(P). Then P/CP) is a Sylow
2-subgroup of CG(P)/CP). Set S=R P. Then S is a 2-group and S/GP)
=RKP\ Furthermore 5/(F)=(P P)/CF)— P is a Sylow 2-subgroup of WG(P)/CP>
Since
I CG(P) AίG(P)/CP) I _ I CG(PY^ I I J
S is also a Sylow 2-subgroup of CG(P) Λ^G(P)/(P> Let S' be an arbitrary
Sylow 2-subgroup of CG(P) JVG(P)/CP> Then SX=S'9 where x is some element
of CG(P) JVG(P)/CP> Since CG(P) is a normal subgroup of CG(P)>NG(
* (7) and (8) are due to Professor H. Nagao. The auther is grateful to Professor H, Nagao for
communicating these results.
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RX=R' is a Sylow 2-subgroup of CG(P) contained in S'. Since I(P)X=I(P) and
Λ
//cp)
=4s'/cp)β Thus an arbitrary Sylow 2-subgroup S' of CG(P)
contains a Sylow 2-subgroup R' of CG(P) such that #/d>>=Js'/cp>β
Suppose by way of contradiction that b belongs to CG(P). Since \P\
, P has an element of order 4 by (5). If <:eCG(P), then £ commutes
with an element of P, whose order is at least 4. If c^CG(P), then above
remark yields that a Sylow 2-subgrouρ of CG(P) NG(P)ICP) containing b and c
has an element cf of CG(P) such that cfl^=c^p\ Then rc'eP but cc'$CG(P).
Since c'eCG(P), c' commutes with α:', and so c commutes with ccr . Since
«:' does not belong to the center of P, the order of cc' is at least 4. In any case,
c commutes with some element y of P, where \y\ ^ 4. Since fteCG(P), ft also
commutes with y. Since ft commutes with c, /(ft)Φ/(£) by (1). Hence £/c*°
fixes exactly three points, namely \I(b)Γ\I(c)\=3. Since (7(6) Π I(c))y=I(b)
Γil(c) and jy has no 2-cycle, y fixes I(b)ΓiI(c) pointwise. Thus I(P)=I(y)
ID/(ft)n/(£). Therefore ft/GP) and c/cP) fix the same three points. But this is
impossible since i/cP) Φ £/CP) and the stabilizer of three points in M
u
 has only
one involution. Therefore b<£CG(P).
(8) // NG(Py^=Mu, then \ P | =2.
Proof. Since NG(P)/CG(P)^A(P) and
P) by (6). Hence {1} < (CG(P).7VG(P)/(F))/JVG(P)/CP)^7VG(P)/
. Since M
n
 is a simple group, (CG(P) 7VG(P)/Cp,)/7VG(P)/(P)
=NG(P)/NG(P)Itp, and so CG(P) JVG(P)/CP)=ΛrG(P). Furthermore from this
relation we get Mll=NG(PY^^(CG(PγNG(P)I,P,γ^=CG(Pγ^p\
Suppose by way of contradiction that |P| ^4. Let a be an involution of
P and I(P)={1, 2 , , 11}. We may assume that a is of the form
First assume that P is cyclic. Then CG(P)/GP)^P. From NG(P)=CG(P)
NG(P)κp> we get 7VG(P)/CG(P)-7VG(P)/CP)/CG(P)/CP> Since P is a Sylow
2-subgroup of NG(P)ICP, and CG(P)/CP)^P, the order of NG(P)/CG(P) is odd.
On the other hand by (6), A(P) is a 2-group. Therefore 1 7VG(P)/CG(P) | =1.
Thus NG(P)=CG(P).
Now since a normalizes G121213, there is an involution b of G121213 commuting
with α by Lemma 1. We may assume that b is of the form
b = (1)(2)(3)(45)(67)(89)(10 11)(12)(13)- .
Since <α, i><Λ^G(G451213), there is also an involution c of 6?451213 commuting with
both a and ft by Lemma 1. Since <δ, £><ΛfG(G/CP)), <6, £> normalizes some
Sylow 2-subgroup Pr of G/(P> Obviously I(P)=I(P'), b'^'^c1^ and
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= CG(P'). Hence both b and c belong to CG(P') — P', which is a contradic-
tion by (7).
Next assume that P is a generalized quaternion group. Since CG(P)/CP)
==M
n
, there are two 2-elements d and/ of CG(P) such that dKP:> and //CP)
are involutions, d1^ commutes with //(P) and dI(iPr*fI(iP\ Let /(d/cP))
= {/, y, A}. Let £> be a Sylow 2-subgroup of CG(P)ijk containing d. Since
C?/cP>=£?n(PnCG(P))=<fl>, Q«p>^QIQιw=QI<a>. On the other hand
from CG(P)/CP) =Mn, £)/cP) is a quaternion group. Suppose that rf is not an
involution. Then a is only one involution of Q. Therefore Q is cyclic or a
generalized quaternion group. Hence Qj^ay is cyclic or a dihedral group,
which is a contradiction. Therefore d is an involution of CG(P). The same is
true for /and af. But this is impossible by (7).
Thus I P| =2.
(9) If NG(Pγ^ is LF2(\l\ Mw or M'10, then P is a generalized quaternion
group.
Proof. Let a be an involution of P, and /(P)={1, 2, — , n}. In the
following proof if NG(P)^P^=MW or Mί0, then we assume that it's orbits are
{1} and {2, 3, •••, 11}. We may assume that a is of the form
Since «eΛ^G(G121213), there is an involution b of G121213 commuting with #. We
may assume that b is of the form
b = (1)(2)(3)(4 5)(6 7)(8 9)(10 11)(12)(13)
Hence
a = (1)(2)-(11)(12 13)(14 15)(16 17)(18 19)- .
Since <α, by<NG(G451213), there is an involution c of G451213 commuting with
both a and b. We may assume that c is of the form
c = (1)(2 3)(4)(5)(6 7)(8 10)(9 11)(12)(13)(14 15)(16 18)(17 19)- .
First assume that Λ^G(P)/CP^LP2(11). Then 3^LF2(11), where £F is
one of the groups obtained in the proof of (4). Comparing the orders of these
groups of (4) we have 3ί=LF2(ll). Since c/CP:>eLF2(ll), there is a 2-element c'
such that C'CP^'/CP)
 and £:'^p)e3rιβι7(fl)β Since /(c/2)lD{l, 2, ••., 11, 16, 17}, c9
is an involution. Next assume that NG(P)^P)=M1Q or Mί0 Similarly EF=M1Q
or MIO, and so we get the same element c' '. Thus c' is an involution of the form
c' = (1)(2 3)(4)(5)(6 7)(8 10)(9
Since
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be' =(1)(2 3)(45)(6)(7)(8 11)(9 10)(16)(17).- ,
the order of be' is also 2k, where k is odd. Therefore (bc')k is a central involution
of a dihedral group <(ό, c'y. Thus we get an involution
c' = b(bc'γ = (1)(2 3)(4)(5)(6 7)(8 10)(9 11)(16)(17)- ,
commuting with both a and b. Then £c"eG/CP) and (α:")/cfe) is of order 4.
Thus G/CF) has an element of order 4. Hence | P \ ^ >4.
Suppose that P is cyclic. If NG(P)r^^LF^\\) or M'10, then NG(P)/(P)
is a simple group. Since |P| ^4, by the same argument as in (8) we have a
contradiction. If NG(P)Kp)=M10, then M'IQ is only one non-identity normal
subgroup of M10. Therefore similary to (8) we have CG(P)/(F)^Mί0 and
CG(P)^NG(P)ICP). Thus b and £ belong to CG(P). But this is a contradiction
by (7).
Thus P must be a generalized quaternion group.
(10) // NG(PY^ is S5.S$, N(Mg) or N(M$), then P is a generalized
quaternion group whose order is at least 16.
Proof. Let 7(P)={1,2, -, 11}. We may assume that if NG(P)KP> is
Sι S%, then JVG(P)/c^-orbits are {1, 2, •••, 5} and {6, 7, ••-, 11}, and if NG(P)/GP)
is N(M9) or N(Mf), then Λ^G(P)/CP)-orbits are {1, 2} and {3, 4, — , 11}. Let an
involution a of P be of the form
a = (1)(2). (11)(12 13)(14 15)(16 17)(18 19)- .
Since «eJVG(G341213), there is an involution b of G341213 commuting with a.
By assumption on Λ^G(P)/CF)-orbits we may assume that b is of the form
* = (1 2)(3)(4)(5)(6 7)(8 9)(10 11)(12)(13)...(19)- .
Since <#, £><ΛfG(G671213), there is an involution c of G671213 commuting with
both a and b. In the same way c is of the form
c = (1 2)(3)(45)(6)(7)(8 10)(9 11)(12)(13)(14 15)(16 18)(1719)- .
On the other hand since <α, b)><NG(G671617), there is an involution d of G671617
commuting with both a and b. In the case NG(P)/CP)==7V(M9) or N(M$), by
assumption on NG(P)/GP)-orbits rf/cP)-(l 2)(6)(7) . Since cz^=(l 2)(6)(7) ,
d*P:>=cI(:P:>. In the case NG(P)ICP)=S5 S f , since the restriction of c on the
orbit {6, 7, '•-, 11} is (6)(7)(8 10)(9 11), S5 S$ has no element of a form (6)(7)
(8 9)(10 !!)••• . Hence the restriction of J on {6, 7, •••, 11} is the same form as
c. Therefore cI^=d^p\ Thus in both cases cI^=dKP\ On the other hand
since r/^-(3)(45)(12)(13)(1415)(1618)(1719) and ^=(3)(4 5)(16)(17) ,
cd1^ is of order 4, Thus d is of the form
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d= (1 2)(3)(45)(6)(7)(8 10)(9 11)(12 14)(13 15)(16)(17)(18 19).
Hence
f = cd= (1)(2). (11)(12 14 13 15)(16 19 17 18)- .
Next since <α, by<NG(G8Q1213), there is an involution £' of G8
muting with both a and b. By assumption on Λf
c
(P)7cP)-orbits cfl^=(l 2)(3)
(45)(8)(9)- or cfl^=(l 2)(4)(3 5)(8)(9)-. But c'/CP>Φ(l 2)(3)(45)(8)(9)-,
since c/cP)=(l 2)(3)(4 5)(6)(7)(8 10)(9 11). Therefore <:' is of the form
c' = (1 2)(4)(3 5)(8)(9)(6
Since (α:')/c*)=(354)(12)(13). , |(«:')7<w|=3. Therefore
c' = (1 2)(4)(3 5)(8)(9)(6 10)(711)(12)(13)(14 16)(15 17)(18 19)- or
c' = (1 2)(4)(3 5)(8)(9)(6
Let c' be of the first form. Then c'fc'=f is of the form
/' = (1)(2)-(11)(12 16 13 17)(14 18 15 19)- .
Let c' be of the second form. Then c'fc'=f is of the form
/' = (1)(2)-(11)(12 18 13 19)(14 17 15 16)... .
Thus in any case H=(fy /'> is a subgroup of G/CP), and a Sylow 2-subgrouρ
Pr of H is a quaternion group, because the restrictions of P' and H on
{12, 13, •••, 19} have the same form. From now on we may assume that c' is of
the first form.
Suppose I P\ =8. Then P' is a Sylow 2-sιibgroup of G/GP> Since <6, c'>
<NG(H)y there is a Sylow 2-subgroup P" of # such that <J>,cry<NG(P").
Since b^CG(H), b^CG(P"). By the conjugacy of Sylow 2-subgroups of
G/cp), NG(P y<r">=S5 SΪ9 N(Mg) or 7V(M*).
First assume that NG(P")I(P/^=S^SY. Since (^P*)7 '^^  CcίPγ '^5,
^(P'y^^S^ ^5 or {!}. On the other hand CG(P*)7CP"> has an involution
i/CP//), whose restriction on {1, 2, •••, 5} is a transposition. Therefore CG(P")/GP//)
=NG(P"Y<P":>^SS. Hence NG(P")=CG(P") NG(pγp"\ Thus the involution
c' belongs to CG(P") NG(P")KP"^—P" and commutes with 6, which is impossible
by (7).
Next assume that NG(P")IiP"^=N(M^) or ΛΓ(MJ). Since <6, c'>/CP//3<
(^VG(P")/CP"5)124, NG(P")IiP"^ has the following element
* = (1X2)(4X3859)(610117).
Then (V<e"*γ=
c
'
i(f
"\ Since beCG(P") and JVG(P")Λί>//3k CG(P")7^"3,
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P")Kp"\ Therefore there is an element y^CG(Pff) such that
p")
=
yKp»>
m Then yc'ζΞNG(P")KP>^ and so c'tΞy-1 NG(P")KP»,. Thus
CG(P") NG(P")KP"), which is a contradiction by (7).
Thus we have \P\ ^
(11) The case NG(Py^=S5 S$ does not occur. If NG(Pγ^=LF2(ll),
M
w
 or MM, then P is a quaternion group.
Proof. Let NG(Py^=S5 Sf , LF2(11), M10 or Afί0. By (9) and (10)
P is a generalized quaternion group. Since NG(P)/CG(P) is a subgroup of A(P)
and NG(P)I<:P) is a simple group or JVG(P)/CP) has a simple normal subgroup
of index 2, NG(P)/CPYCG(P)7(P> is of order 1 or 2 by (6). Hence CG(P) has
2-element # such that #/CP) is an involution.
If x is an involution, then x fixes eight points of Ω— /(P). Since P is
semiregular and #eCG(P), |P| =8.
If x is not an involubiton, then x2= a, where a is an involution of P. Let b
and c be the generators of P such that b2k=c-=a. Sety=b2fc~l. Then j; is of
order 4. Since #eCG(P), (ry)2=Λ^jy2=α α=l. Thus xy is an involution
commuting with b. Since ry fixes eight points of Ω — /(P), the order of b is
at most 8. If b is of order 8, then Mcw has a 8-cycle and three fixed points. But
M
n
 has no such element. Therefore b is of order 4. Thus |P|=8.
In particular by (10) there is no group such that NG(Py^=S5 Sf
(12) The case NG(P)T^=MW or M'10 does not occur.
Proof. Suppose by way of contradiction that NG(P)ICP:>=MW or M ί0. In
the proof of (11) we have showed that CG(P)/cP)^Mί0. Hence let x be a 2-
element of CG(P) such that #/CP:> is an involution.
Suppose that x is not an involution. Since CG(P)/cP)Ξ>Mί0, there is a
2-element y of CG(P) such that (yt)I^=xI(iP\ Then a Sylow 2-subgroup of
<X y> containing Λ? has an element z such that z^p)=yICP:>. Since #4 and ##2
are 2-elements of GKP^ centralizing P, z*= 1 or Λ and tf£
2
=l or α, where a is
an involution of P. If #4=1, then jc^2Φl because x is not an involution.
Therefore xz2=a. Then
 <2r
4
=(Λ?~1έz)2=Λ?~V=Λ7~2=l, which is also a contradic-
tion. Therefore z*= a. By (11) P has an element b of order 4. Then (for2)2
=&V=d>Λ=l. Thus fe2 is an involution commuting with z. Since z*=a, z
is of order 8. Then #/CP) has two 4-cycles and three fixed points, hence SΩ~/CP)
has only 8-cycles. Since bz2 fixes three points in /(P), bz2 fixes eight points
in Ω — /(P). Thus #/c&*2) has one 8-cycle and three fixed points. But Λf
u
 has
no such element. Therefore x must be an involution.
Now since CG(P)/CP)^Mί0, there are two 2-elements u and ϋ in CG(P) such
that w/CP), ^/CP) and (z/^)/CP) are all different involutions. Then by the above
proof u, v and uv are involutions. Thus w commutes with v. But this is a
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contradiction by (7).
This contradiction shows that there is no group such that NG(PγF)=MlQ
or Λfίo.
(13) // NG(PY^=MU, then there are four points iy j, k and / of Ω such that
or N(M$), where P' is a Sylow 2-subgroup of G
ίjkl.
Proof. Let 7(P)={1, 2 , — , 11}, and a be an involution of P. By (8)
|P| =2. We may assume that a is of the form
a = (1)(2) (11)(12 13)(14 15)(16 17)(18 19)(20 21)(2223)(24 25)(26 27)... .
Since a^NG(Gl21213), there is an involution b of G121213 commuting with a.
Since | I(ab) | = 1 1, we may assume that b is of the form
b = (1)(2)(3)(4 S)(6 7)(8 9)(10 11)(12)(13) (19)(20 21)(22 23)(24 25)(26 27)
Since <0, i><Λ/G(G451213), there is an involution c of G4 5 1 2 1 3 commuting with
both a and b. We may assume that c is of the form
c = (1 2)(3)(4)(5)(6 7) (8 10)(9 11)(12)(13)(14 15)(16 18)(17 19)(20)(21)
(2223)(2426)(2527) .
Since there is a Sylow 2-subgrouρ of 7VG(P)/CP) such that it contains <6, £>/cP)
and two elements (1)(2)(3)(4 6 5 7)(8 10 9 11), (1)(2)(3)(4 10 5 11)(6 879), there
is a 2-grouρ of NG(P) containing <#, i, £> and the following two elements
x = (1)(2)(3)(4 6 5 7)(8 10 9 11).- ,
Since ofbtΞP, x2b=l or a. Set Δ={12, 13 , , 19} and Γ={20, 21 ,.-, 27}.
If x2— 6, then x*=l or x* has four 2-cycles. In the later case since <#, α>
<NG(GK») and /(Λ/CW)=/(Λ/C*))={I, 2, 3}, Λ? / C W=Λ J C W. Thus *Λ fixes Δ point-
wise. If x2b=a, then x2=ab. In the same way # or xa fixes Γ pointwise.
Therefore if necessary we take xa instead of x, we may assume that x fixes Δ or
Γ pointwise. The same is true for y.
Suppose that x fixes Δ pointwise and y fixes Γ pointwise. Since both
x and y are of order 4, xr has two 4-cycles and JΔ has two 4-cycles. Since
(y"1Λy)/CP)=(Λ?"1)/CP), #Δ=1 and yr=l, jT'xy* fixes {1, 2, •••, 19} pointwise and
has 2-cycles on Γ. This is a contradiction by (2).
Therefore x and y fixes the same eleven points. Let P' be a Sylow
2-subgroup of G
κ<x y>^ containing Q=<\x, y^ Then P' is a generalized
quaternion group. By (8), (11) and (l2)NG(P'Y<p'>=N(M9),N(Mf) or
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Suppose that NG(PJ^=LF2(\\}. By (1.1) P'=Q. Simiraly to the
proof in (11) NG(P'y«">=CG(Pry«">. Since c<=NG(P'), ct=CG(P')-
NG(P')KP^. On the other hand αeCG(P') and a commutes with c. Since
g/cp^φj./cp'^
 we
 h
ave a
 contradiction by (7).
Therefore ΛTG(P')/CP'>=JV(Mβ) or N(M$)
(14) The case NG(Py^=LF2(l\] does not occur.
Proof. Suppose by way of contradiction that NG(Py^=LF2(ll). By
(11) P is a quaternion group. Let R be a Sylow 2-subgrouρ of NG(P). Then
the lengthes of P-orbits on /(P) are at most 4, but on Ω — /(P) these lengthes
are at least 8. Therefore a 2-group Λ', which contains R as a normal sub-
group, fixes /(P). Hence R' normalizes some Sylow 2-subgroup P' of G/CP>
By the conjugacy of Sylow 2-subgroup of G/(P) | NG(P) \ = \ NG(P') \ . Since R
is a Sylow 2-subgroup of NG(P), \R' ^\R\. Hence R'=R. This shows that
P is a Sylow 2-subgroup of G. Since R1^ is a Sylow 2-subgroup of 7VG(P)/CP)
=LP2(11), there are exactly three P/CP)-orbits of length 2. Suppose that there
is a Sylow 2-subgroup P" of G
ίy jb/ such that N G(P"^P"^LF2(\\\ where i.y, k
and / are some points in Ω. By (13), we may assume that ΛfG(P")/CP//)==JV(M9)
or N(Mf). Then by (10) |P|;>16. In the same way a Sylow 2-subgroup
R" of NG(P") is also a Sylow 2-subgroup of G. Since NG(Pγp">=N(M9) or
N(M$), there is only one /?"-orbit of length 2, which contradicts the conjugacy
of Sylow 2-subgroups. Thus for any points i, j, k and / JVG(P")/CP//:>=LjP2(ll),
where P" is a Sylow 2-subgrouρ of G
ί y A f /.
Now by (11) P has an element x of order 4. For a 4-cycle (i1i2iΆi^ of
# x^NG(Gili2ίzi^. Therefore # normalizes some Sylow 2-subgroup P//x of
G
*VVV4 T
116
'
11
 ^G(PX//)/CP///) has the element "^^  of order 4. Hence
ΛΓG(2p"')/CP///> Φ LP2( 11), which is a contradiction.
Thus there is no group such that NG(Pγ^=LF2(ll).
(15) // NG(PY^=N(M9) or 7V(M£), ίAβw G has two orbits, say Γx and
Γ2. ΓAe few^ίA o/ Γi ίί orfrf αnίί ίA^ length of Γ2 ώ 2.
Proof. By (10), P | ^  16. Let P be a Sylow 2-subgroup of NG(P). Then
the lengthes of P-orbits in /(P) are at most 8 and in Ω — /(P) these lengthes are
at least 16. Therefore in the same way as in (14) P is a Sylow 2-subgroup of
G. Let 7VG(P)/GP)-orbit of length 2 be {1, 2}. Since R fixes exactly one point
iy which does not belong to {1, 2}, P is also a Sylow 2-subgroup of G{. Since
R1 is a Sylow 2-subgroup ofNG(P)ly in the same way R1 is also a Sylow 2-subgrdUp
of Gj. If G is transitive, then G, is conjugate to G
Λ
. Hence R is conjugate to
R19 which is a contradiction. Thus G is intransitive.
Let three points ί^ ί2 and ia belong to different orbits. For a point /4 in
Ω- OΊ, *2> *'3} let P' be a Sylow 2-subgroup of GfW3lV Since NG(Pγp/^ is Mu,
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N(M9) or N(Mf), at least two points of {^ , z*2, Q belong to the same orbit of
NG(P)ICP\ which is a contradiction. Therefore G has exactly two orbits, say
I\ and Γ2. Since | Ω | is odd, we may assume that Γ\ | is odd and | Γ2 1 is even.
Suppose that | Γ2 1 Ξ>2. Then for three points jljj2 andj'3 of Γ2 and a point
7 4 of Γi let P" be a Sylow 2-subgroup of GJIJ2JZJ^. Since I(P")^Y^j, and
/(P'OΠΓ,,^, NG(Pγp^ is intransitive. Hence 7VG(P")/GP"> is N(M9) OΓ
N(Mf). Since the lengthes of Γ2 and P"-orbits in Ω — /(P") are even, |Γ2
Π /(P") I is even or 0. On the other hand the length of a 7VG(P")/GP//)-orbit
is 2 or 9. Hence |Γ2Π/(P")|=0 or 2. But Γ2n/(P")^{*Ί, ί2, 4}, which is
a contradiction. Therefore |Γ2 |=2.
(16) The case NG(Py^=N(M9) or N(Mf) does not occur.
Proof. Suppose by way of contradiction that 7VG(P)/CP)=7V(M9) or N(Mf).
Then by (15) G has Jwo orbits, say I\ and Γ2. Let I\={3, 4, — , w} and
Γ2={1, 2}. Set GΓl=G, then G is transitive. Let P' be a Sylow 2-subgroup
of G1/V2/3, where {/,, ί2, ίaJcΓ^ Since /(P')^l, /(P')iDΓ2. Hence NG(PJ^
is intransitive, and so NG(P')^p^=N(Mg} or N(M$). We may assume that
Now let
Λl = (l)(2)(3)(4657)(810911),
Λ2 = (l)(2)(3)(410511)(6879),
fl4 = (l)(2)(345)(6109)(7811).
Then we may assume that if NG(P'y^=N(Mg) then ^VG(Pr)/cP/^<«2, «3, 04>,
and if NG(P'Y(:P/:>=N(Mf) then NG(P')Iίp/:>=<al9 a5J «4> (see [1], P. 83). Let
α be an involution of P'. Then a is of the form
Since «e-/VG(G34ί y), an involution i of G 3 4 t y commuting with a is of the form
6 = (12)(3)(4)(5)(67)(810)(911)(i)0> .
Since {1, 2} is a G-orbit and /(ft)Π {1, 2}=φ, every element (φl) of a Sylow
2-subgroup of G/cw has a 2-cycle (1 2). By (10) WG(G/CW)/CW=M1]L. Since
Λf
n
 is 4-fold transitive, 4, 5 and / belong to the same G3-orbit. Since ( i j ) is
an arbitrary 2-cycle of a, {4, 5, 12, 13, •••, n} is contained in a G3-orbit. On
the other hand for any point i' of (6, 7, •••, 11} since «e7VG(G3/ ί y), an involution
V of G3ί', y commuting with β is of the form
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In the same way /' and i belong to the same G3-orbit. Thus G3 is transitive, and
so G is doubly transitive. Furthermore since NG(GICb^b:>=Mlly 5 and i belong
to the same G34-orbit. Since ( i j ) is an arbitrary 2-cycle of β, {5, 12, 13, •••, n}
is contained in a G34-orbit. Set T5= {5, 12, 13, —,«}, T6= {6, 7}, Γ8={8, 10}
and T
β
= {9, 11}. Then G34-orbits consist of some T/s.
Suppose that T5 is a G34-orbit. For any two points j1 in T6\jT8\jTQ
and k, in {12, 13 , —, n} let P" be a Sylow 2-subgroup of G34jlkl. If /(P")φΓ2,
then |P"|=2. By (10) 7VG(P")7^=Mn. Since /(P")Ξ>{3, 4,;,, AJ, ;\ and
ftj belong to the same G34-orbit. But^φ Γ5 and k^ Γ5, which is a contradic-
tion. Therefore 7(P")ID{1, 2, 3, 4J1} &J. Suppose that 7(P") does not contain
some point y2 of T6 \J Ts (J TQ— {j'J. Then j'2 belongs to a P"-orbit of at least
length 16, which contains some point of Γ5. This is impossible since G34>P".
Thus /(P")={1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, ΛJ. Set Δ=/(P")-{£ι} Since A
x
 is
an arbitrary point in {12, 13, •••, n} and /(P')=Δ(J{5}, by the conjugacy of
Sylow 2-subgroups of GΔ, GΔ is transitive on Ω —Δ. On the other hand since
αeΛ/"G(G671213), an involution c of G671213 commuting with a is of the form
c = (1 2)(3)(45)(6)(7)(8 11)(9 10)(12)(13)». .
Since G is doubly transitive, {7, 12, 13, •••, n} is a G36-orbit. Since G36>GΔ
and GΔ is transitive on {5, 12, 13, •••, n}, 5 must belong to the G36-orbit {7, 12,
13, •••, n}, which is a contradiction.
Therefore there is a G35-orbit containing T5 and some T{ (ίφ5). We may
assume that T6 \J T5 is contained in a G34-orbit. Now a Sylow 2-subgroup of
G345 containing P' fixes no point in I\—{3, 4, 5}. Since 5 and 6 belong to the
same G34-orbit, a Sylow 2-subgroup of G3 4 6 containing P' fixes no point in
Γi —{3,4, 6}. On the other hand since a Sylow 2-subgroup of NG(P')346 is
also a Sylow 2-subgroup of G346, a Sylow 2-subgroup of G3 4 6 containing P'
fixes {5, 7, 8, •••, 11} pointwise, which is a contradiction.
Thus there is no group such that NG(PY^=N(M9) or N(M$).
By (11), (12), (14) and (16), NG(Pγ^=Mu. But this is a contradiction
by (13) and (16)
Thus we complete the proof of Lemma 4.
Proof of the theorem. Suppose that there is a group G different from
Λf
n
. Then a Sylow 2-subgroup P of G1 2 3 4 is not identity. Set Pt=Q, where t
is a point of a minimal P-orbit in Ω — /(P). Then by Lemma 3 NG(QY^ satisfies
the conditions (a) and (b) of Lemma 4. Hence we have a contradiction by Lemma
4. Thus there is no group different from M
u
.
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